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Installation
You have to be logged in with administrator rights before you start the 
installation of “OMSI 2 Add-On Aachen“. To start the installation of 
“OMSI 2 Add-On Aachen”, simply insert the DVD into your DVD drive 
or run the file you downloaded from your shop account. After you 
have chosen your preferred installation language, the welcome screen 
appears and you will be presented with some important information 
and the license agreement. Please read it carefully.

The installation program will attempt to locate the correct path. If you 
wish to install to another location, you will have to enter the correct 
path for installation manually. In order to do this, click on “Browse“ 
and navigate to the correct path.

Before the installation program starts to copy the files onto your hard 
disc, you will be presented with all the installation details.

The installation program will now copy all of the “OMSI 2 Add-On 
Aachen” files onto your hard disk. If you want to make any changes or 
to install any updates for this program you will need the DVD or the 
installation file from the download shop and your registration key 
again.

Removal
In order to fully remove “OMSI 2 Add-On Aachen“, run the Aerosoft-
Launcher. Change to the “Library“ and select “OMSI 2 Add-On Aachen“ 
in the “Simulation“ category. The information about “OMSI 2 Add-On 
Aachen“ will appear. Click on the “Uninstall“ button. The installation 
program will start to remove the program from your hard disk.

Preface
Welcome to the city of Aachen and the Euregio, where the Nether-
lands, Belgium and Germany border each other!

You will discover the “imperial city” Aachen on the bus routes 33 and 
73. Starting in the eastern part of the city, you will soon reach the 
vibrant city centre, the famous Aachen Cathedral always in sight. The 
journey continues through university areas and the western districts, 
finally reaching the Dutch town of Vaals near the border triangle.

We aimed to create a map as close to reality as possible and hope you 
will enjoy the journey through the city using the ASEAG buses.

System requirements
In order for the “Aachen“ add-on to play as smoothly as possible, your 
system should meet the following minimum requirements.

Please note: OMSI 2 – The Omnibus Simulator must be installed in 
order for the add-on to operate. An internet connection and Steam 
user account are required for the online activation.

• OMSI 2 – The Omnibus Simulator (min. Version 2.2.032) 

• Operating system Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10

• Processor (CPU) 2.8 GHz

• RAM: 4 GB or more

• At least 3 GB free hard disk space

• Graphics card with at least 1024 MB RAM (DirectX 9.0c or 
higher)

• Internet connection and Steam user account required. 

Recommended requirements:

• Processor (CPU) 3.2 GHz Quadcore

• Force Feedback steering wheel (best with 900°-rotation angle)
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The Routes
The simulated bus line 33 is one of the major lines within the network. 
It connects the quiet suburban neighbourhoods in the southeast to the 
popular Frankenberger Viertel with the city centre, where it runs past 
the theatre, cathedral and Elisenbrunnen. Having departed from the 
central interchange point “Bushof”, it continues via Ponttor city gate 
through university areas towards the borough of Hörn. Along the new 
campus Melaten to the university hospital (Uniklinik), the buses run 
every 15 minutes. Every other trip continues westbound crossing the 
German-Dutch border, terminating at different bus stops in Vaals.

On weekdays articulated buses are utilized, whereas on weekends the 
line is served by 12m-buses.

Line 73 services offer additional capacity on weekdays on the route 
between Uniklinik and Bushof. After that, the two lines split up and 
line 73 connects the city centre to Kaiserplatz, Ostviertel as well as 
Aachen-Rothe Erde train station. Services terminating there turn left 
onto Eisenbahnweg and make a U-turn in the next roundabout. Due 
to the high ridership figures, high capacity buses with four axles and 
the same number of doors were put into service.

During off-peak hours, interchange between lines is ensured by 
simultaneous departures leaving Bushof every 15 minutes, called 
“Blockverkehr”.

Operation times:

• Weekdays: before 6am and after 8pm

• Saturdays: before 10am and after 6pm

• Sundays: all day

For busses waiting inside the building, light signals are used to 
dispatch them.

Please note the peculiarity on line 33 services to Fuchserde: regularly 
the buses stop at position H.15, whereas they serve position H.3 
during Blockverkehr. In the opposite direction and for line 73 services 
there are no deviations.

Technical Background
A functional installation of OMSI 2 is required to use the add-on 
“Aachen – Line 33 + 73“. The main programme’s basic functions and 
handling are illustrated in its operating manual.

Due to the high density of routes in the city centre, performance 
problems might occur. It is therefore recommended to start with 
conservative settings and increase them stepwise to find the best 
trade-off between performance and graphical details.

For the same reason, vehicle textures are limited to 2048 by 2048 
pixels. Additional high-resolution graphics (4096 by 4096 pixels) for 
elective installation can be found in each buses’ texture directory.

The City
There are 250,000 residents within the municipal area of Aachen, a 
considerable number of them being students of RWTH Aachen Univer-
sity and FH Aachen University of Applied Sciences. In view of its history, 
the city is also called „imperial city“ as it was the favourite imperial 
stronghold of Charlemagne. Moreover, the cathedral used to be the 
coronation site of many German Kings throughout the Middle Ages. 
Down to the present day Aachen is characterized by hot springs—which 
made Aachen a spa town—and the cathedral, Germany’s first World 
Cultural Heritage site. Further buildings of importance, such as the City 
Hall and Elisenbrunnen, can be found in the historic city centre.

The western city boundary coincidences with the state border to the 
Kingdoms of Belgium and the Netherlands.

The city’s public transport is served by buses operated by local 
transportation company ASEAG (“Aachener Straßenbahn und 
Energieversorgungs-AG”). The red buses are omnipresent in the whole 
region. The routes are traditionally bundled by their last digit: for 
example, the lines 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65 serve the route Vaalser 
Straße – Bushof (central bus station) – Brand. The lines 3A/B and 
13A/B operate on circle lines around the city centre.
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Articulated bus
Length   17.94 m

Width   2.55 m

Year of construction 2007 – 2011

Engine   OM 457 hLA

Transmission  4-speed automatic

Empty weight  ~ 16.8 t

Seating capacity  41

High capacity articulated bus
Length   19.54 m

Width   2.55 m

Year of construction 2013

Engine   OM 457 hLA

Transmission  4-speed automatic

Empty weight  ~ 18.5 t

Seating capacity  40

An Overview of the routes
Line 33: Aachen Fuchserde – Beverau – Frankenberg – Normaluhr – 
Theaterstraße – Elisenbrunnen – Aachen Bushof – Ponttor – Westbah-
nhof – Hörn – Campus Melaten – Uniklinik – Kullen – Vaalserquartier 
– Vaals Grenze – Vaals Busstation – Vaals Bloemendal or Flats

Line 73: Aachen Bahnhof Rothe Erde – Josefskirche – Kaiserplatz 
– Hansemannplatz – Aachen Bushof – Ponttor – Westbahnhof – Hörn 
– Campus Melaten – Uniklinik

The buses

For this add-on a typical vehicle type operated by ASEAG and pur-
chased between the years 2007 and 2013 has been modelled.

Standard bus
Length   11.95 m

Width   2.55 m

Year of construction 2009 – 2010

Engine   OM 906 hLA

Transmission  4-speed automatic

Empty weight  ~ 11.4 t

Seating capacity  27
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13 Slide window switch

14 Ventilation

15 Rooflights

16 Battery main switch

17 Parking brake

18 Dashboard setup switch

The display in the dashboard shows various information regarding the 
current state of operation of the vehicle.

Operation

Dashboard

1 Switch through the information displayed

2 Bus stop brake

3 Kneeling

4 Warning lights (for use at bus stops)

5 Door wing lock switch

6 Door release (articulated buses only)

7 Door button

8 Gear selector

9 Hazard lights

10 Rotary switch for exterior lighting

11 Passenger interior lighting

12 Cash desk lighting
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The on-board computer

The buses are fitted with a modern on-board computer which 
combines ticketing capabilities with ITCS functions (intermodal 
transport control system).

To log-in to the system, it is necessary for the driver to first insert his or 
her personalised card on the left side and then enter their PIN. By 
default, it is set to “1234” but can be changed to another four-digit 
code in the file cockpit_constfile_citaro.txt (I.Box PIN).

The system now distinguishes between operation in Aachen and on 
other maps. In the latter case the input of line and route numbers is 
done manually. When operating in Aachen, the route will be chosen 
automatically and the system is synchronised with available timetable 
data.

Heating and ventilation

The operation of the heating is located on a panel above the driver. 
Selectable are air heating, auxiliary heating, and fans located on the 
vehicle’s roof, which supply fresh air but do not cool it down.

The three controls on the left (19) only apply to the driver’s cab, 
heating and ventilation for the passenger compartment are regulated 
with the three buttons on the right side of the panel. The push button 
(20) activates circulating air mode, push button (22) turns on the 
auxiliary heating. The automatic temperature control is switched on 
with the push button (21). At lower temperatures, the vehicle is 
heated to a pleasant temperature, at higher temperatures the 
ventilation activated. If required, this process can be manually con-
trolled by pushing the right half of the toggle switch (14). Please 
ensure that neither the automatic temperature control nor the 
circulating air mode are selected at the same time. The transition back 
into the automatic ventilation mode is possible with the aforemen-
tioned switch.
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Attachments
Line Route Start Destination Code

33 1 Aachen Fuchserde Vaals Flats 11

2 Vaals Flats Aachen Fuchserde 145

3 Aachen Fuchserde Vaals Bloemendal 7

4 Vaals Bloemendal Aachen Fuchserde 145

5 Aachen Fuchserde Vaals Busstation 13

6 Vaals Busstation Aachen Fuchserde 145

7 Aachen Bushof Uniklinik 5

8 Uniklinik Aachen Bushof 1

9 Beverau Uniklinik 5

10 Beverau Vaals Bloemendal 7

11 Beverau Vaals Busstation 13

12 Normaluhr Vaals Busstation 13

73 1 Bhf. Rothe Erde Uniklinik 5

2 Uniklinik Bhf. Rothe Erde 10

3 Aachen Bushof Uniklinik 5

4 Uniklinik Aachen Bushof 1

The default display shows the upcoming stops as well as the scheduled 
time of departure for each of these. By touching the on-screen button 
“Verkauf” (sale) one changes to the ticketing mode; going back is 
possible by touching “RBL”. To show the actual time of departure in 
relation to the scheduled time of departure, an indicator at the top 
changes its colour:

• White: idle time

• Red: ahead of schedule

• Green: on time

• Blue: delayed

The display brightness can be adjusted in small increments or by 
touching the on-screen buttons “HELL” (bright) or “DUNKEL” (dim).

At the end of the shift, the driver’s card can only be removed after 
selecting “Schichtende” (end of shift) and once again entering the 
PIN. The system then returns into its initial state.

After touching “RBL-Betrieb” (RBL operation) the driver is enabled to 
use basic functions without the need for his or her card. However, 
selling tickets is not possible in this mode.

Credits
We want to thank:

• the ASEAG, for allowing us to use their logo and for providing 
us a vehicle for recordings; especially Mr Heesel who supported 
us in various areas

• Benedikt Steffens, who contributed his sound creation 
experience

• MsnbI13 for huge amounts of photos from all possible angles.
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Citybus Series

The MAN „Lion‘s City“ characterises Germany‘s cityscape and 
bus history like no other buses.

Experience them now at your PC – with 4 buses, up to 45 
individual customisation options and complete repaintability!
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10 daytime and 3 night bus linesGet behind the steering wheel of one of the iconic 
„New Routemasters” and master the left-hand traffic 
in the British metropolis.

OMSI 2 Add-on London – availably shortly!
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The first simulation of the popular 
overland buses! In modern and large 
MAN Lion’s Coach buses, you drive 
along Germany’s highways and rural 
roads to 40 cities.

www.aerosoft.com

F ernbus
C O A C H  S I M U L A T O R
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